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Channel Gain Map Tracking via Distributed Kriging

Furthermore, differentiating (35) w.r.t. various parameters gives
∂Rw
T
= Ti Rz CH
1 + C1 Ti Rbf z
∂ {c1 (i)}

(45)



∂Rw
T
= j · Ti Rz CH
1 − C1 Ti Rz
∂ {c1 (i)}

(46)

∂Rw
T
= Ti Rz CH
2 + C2 Ti Rz
∂ {c2 (i)}

(47)



∂Rw
T
= j · Ti Rz CH
2 − C2 Ti Rz
∂ {c2 (i)}

(48)

∂Rw ∂ε =

∂Rw
∂Rw
=
= 0N ×N .
∂ {h(i)}
∂ {h(i)}
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(49)

Substituting (37)–(39), (43), (44), and (45)–(49) back into (34) and
inverting the resultant J, we can obtain the CRB for η. Therefore, we
have CRB(ε) = [J−1 ]11 .
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Abstract—A collaborative algorithm is developed to estimate the channel gains of wireless links in a geographical area. The spatiotemporal
evolution of shadow fading is characterized by judiciously extending an
experimentally verified spatial-loss field model. Kriged Kalman filtering
(KKF), which is a tool with widely appreciated merits in spatial statistics
and geosciences, is adopted and implemented in a distributed fashion
to track the time-varying shadowing field using a network of radiometers. The novel distributed KKF requires only local message passing yet
achieves a global view of the radio frequency environment through consensus iterations. Numerical tests demonstrate superior tracking accuracy
of the collaborative algorithm compared with its noncollaborative counterpart. Furthermore, the efficacy of the global channel gain knowledge
obtained is showcased in the context of cognitive radio resource allocation.
Index Terms—Channel tracking, cognitive radio, distributed algorithms, kriging, shadow fading.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Accurate characterization of the radio-frequency (RF) environment
is critical for the design and analysis of wireless networks and for
the adaptation of system parameters during operation. Conventionally,
point-to-point feedback has been employed to acquire channel coefficients and interference levels on a per-link basis. Recently, because
radios are endowed with more intelligence and cognition capabilities,
significant departure from such a 1-D view of the RF environment has
often been advocated [1].
Critical to this departure is the characterization of wireless fading
links. The medium-scale fading or shadowing created by the attenuation and diffraction of propagating signals due to obstructions such as
hills, buildings, and trees is particularly challenging to characterize,
particularly when correlations among different locations and time
instants are accounted for.
Well-established correlation models for shadow fading are available
for cellular networks, in which mobile terminals are assumed to move
with constant velocity [2]. Multihop relay scenarios were studied in
[3]. An experimentally validated parametric model for nomadic and
mobile distributed channels was reported in [4]. The importance of
shadowing in analyzing the performance of wireless ad hoc networks
was pointed out in [5], which introduced a model for capturing
shadowing correlation between wireless links in the deployment area.
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Techniques for obtaining a spatial description of the RF environment are receiving growing interest. The ambient RF power spectrum
was viewed as a random field in [6], and the Kriging technique was
adopted to estimate the spatial power spectral density (PSD). Assuming that the PSD map is confined to a low-dimensional subspace, a
distributed projection algorithm was devised in [7]. The PSD map was
estimated by exploiting the underlying sparsity and a path-loss-based
channel model in [8], whereas a spline interpolation technique was
employed to accommodate shadow fading in [9].
This paper deals with tracking the spatiotemporal evolution of channel gains (CGs) in a given geographical area through a collaborative
network of cognitive radios (CRs). Compared with the local CG maps,
which predict the actual CGs from any point in space to the sensor
locations [10], here, it is aimed to construct what is termed as a global
CG map, which can, in addition, tell the CGs of wireless links that may
completely be disjoint from the CR-to-CR links.
The CG maps are instrumental for the cross-layer design and assessment of the system-level performance of wireless networks [11], [12].
In CR networks, CG maps can provide vital information for spectrum
sensing and resource allocation tasks [10], [13]. The latter application
will explicitly be considered here to highlight the effectiveness of the
CG maps.
To reconstruct the maps, the shadowing correlation model in [5]
is judiciously extended to accommodate temporal variations. A distributed Kalman filtering (KF) scheme is then developed to track the
mean field of shadow fading in space and time using messages that
were exchanged among collaborating sensors. A distributed kriging
interpolator is also developed to interpolate a spatially colored yet
temporally white shadow-fading component. This paper is the first to
model the spatiotemporal correlation of any-to-any CGs and develop
the corresponding estimation algorithm in a distributed setup.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a dynamic spatiotemporal shadow-fading model is introduced. The distributed kriged
Kalman filtering (DKKF) algorithm is developed in Section III. In
Section IV, the application of the global CG maps is discussed in the
context of CR networks. Numerical results are presented in Section V
followed by the conclusions in Section VI.

allows us to employ the powerful machinery of KKF [15], [16] to track
the spatiotemporal shadowing evolution online.
Let (x, t) denote the spatial-loss field at location x ∈ A at time t,
which is assumed to be Gaussian [5]. The spatiotemporal dynamics of
the spatial-loss field are characterized by [16]
¯ t) + (x,
˜ t) and
(x, t) = (x,



¯ t − 1) du + η(x, t)
w(x, u)(u,

¯ t) =
(x,
A

¯ t) represents the component that is colored in both space
where (x,
and time through the filter w(x, u) that captures the interaction of
loss ¯ at position x at time t, with the loss ¯ at position u at time
˜ t) and η(x, t) are spatially colored yet temporally white
t − 1, (x,
zero-mean Gaussian stationary random fields. Process η(x, t) captures
˜ τ ), ∀u, τ . Moreunmodeled dynamics that are uncorrelated with (u,
¯
˜
¯
over, E{(x, t)(u, t)} = E{η(x, t)(u, t − 1)} =0 for all x, u,
and t. For stability, the filter w(x, u) must satisfy | A w(x, u)du| <
1, ∀ x.
The state-space model described by (2) is infinite-dimensional.
One standard approach for reducing its dimensionality and computationally rendering it tractable from a signal processing perspective
is to employ a basis-expansion representation [10], [16], [17]. In
particular, introduce a complete 
orthonormal basis {ψk (·)}∞
k=1 de¯ t) = ∞ αk (t)ψk (x) and w(x, u) =
fined
on
A
such
that
(x,
k=1
∞
β (x)ψk (u). Then, similar to [10], only the K dominant
k=1 k
terms are retained in the expansions, and Nr sampling (measurement)
r
positions {xr ∈ A}N
r=1 are considered. Letting Ψ and B denote
(Nr × K)-matrices that collect coefficients {ψk (xr )} and {βk (xr )},
respectively, and defining α(t)  [α1 (t), . . . , αK (t)]T , we obtain the
state evolution equation
α(t) = Tα(t − 1) + Ψ† η(t)

Gx→y (t) = G0 − 10γ log10 (x − y) + sx→y (t)

(1)

where  ·  is the Euclidean norm, G0 is the path gain at the
unit distance, γ is the path-loss exponent, and sx→y (t) is the
shadow-fading component (in decibels), which is Gaussian distributed
[14, p. 104].
One challenge in the statistical modeling of shadowing lies in
characterizing its spatiotemporal correlation. In an effort to establish
a shadowing correlation model that is suitable to ad hoc network
scenarios, the concept of spatial-loss field was introduced in [5].
The spatial-loss field essentially captures the obstructions in the area
where the network is deployed. The shadowing effects experienced by
individual links in the network are then modeled by line integrals of
this common field. The resulting shadow-fading correlation matches
field measurements, as well as the conventional correlation models in
the literature [5]. The scope of this approach is considerably broadened
here by also incorporating the temporal dynamics. This approach

†

(3)
−1

where η(t)  [η(x1 , t) . . . η(xNr , t)] , Ψ  (Ψ Ψ) ΨT ,
and T  Ψ† B.
Using the loss function , the shadowing (in decibels) for the link
x → y is modeled as [5]
T

II. DYNAMIC S HADOW-FADING M ODEL
Consider a radio link from positions x to y at time t, where x and
y are arbitrary points in a geographical area A ⊂ R2 . The link gain
can be decomposed into path-loss, shadowing, and small-scale fading
components [14]. By averaging out the effect of small-scale fading,
the averaged CG function Gx→y (t) of link x → y at time t, which is
expressed in decibels, can be written as

(2)

sx→y (t) =

T



1

(u, t) du

1

x − y 2

(4)

x→y

which yields sx→y (t) = s̄x→y (t) + s̃x→y (t), with s̄x→y and s̃x→y
defined in the obvious manner; cf. (2). In particular, s̄x→y (t) can be
approximated as
s̄x→y (t) =

∞

k=1

⎡

1
⎣
x − y1/2



⎤

ψk (u)du⎦ αk (t) ≈ φTx→y α(t)

x→y





φx→y,k

(5)
where φx→y  [φx→y,1 . . . φx→y,K ]T depends only on the spatial coordinates x and y.
Next, the spatial correlation model for s̃x→y (t) is established. To
˜ t) needs to first be modeled.
this end, the spatial correlation of (x,
Given α(t), s̄x→xr (t) represents the deterministic time-varying mean
of the shadowing sx→xr (t), which is referred to as a trend in spatial
¯ t) corresponds to
statistics [18]. Likewise, conditioned on α(t), (x,
the trend of the spatial-loss field (x, t). Noting that [5] models spatialloss effects as a zero-mean random field reveals that the modeling and
˜ t)
analysis in [5] hold for the detrended zero-mean random field (x,
˜ t) to have
in the present context. This condition justifies modeling (x,
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exponentially decaying correlation the same way that [5] modeled the
spatial-loss field; see [10] for further justification. Then, the cross
correlation Cs̃ (x → y, u → v)  E{s̃x→y (t)s̃u→v (t)} of s̃x→y (t)
and s̃u→v (t) for arbitrary links x → y and u → v is given by [cf. (4)]
σs̃2

Cs̃ (x → y, u → v) =

1

1

d˜x − y 2 u − v 2





·



exp −
x→y u→v

x1 − x2 
d˜


dxT1 dx2

(6)

where σs̃2 is the variance of process s̃x→y (t), and d˜ is the coherence
˜
distance of the -field.
Under this cross-correlation model, a shadowing estimate of
link x → y between any points x and y in A can be obtained
by spatially interpolating and temporally filtering measurements
{sxj →xr (t)}j,r∈{1,...,Nr },j=r made for a set of links in A, which may
be disjoint from link x → y.
III. M AP T RACKING VIA D ISTRIBUTED
K RIGED K ALMAN F ILTERING
Kriged Kalman filtering (KKF) is a universal kriging approach [18],
where the spatiotemporal evolution of the trend field s̄ is tracked
through KF. Based on the model in Section II, it is clear that estimating
the trend field s̄x→y (t) can benefit from fusing the observations of
all sensors. This approach will be accomplished by a distributed KF
algorithm, which does not require all the measurements to be collected
at a fusion center. The shadow-fading map sx→y (t) can then be
tracked ∀ x, y, t by complementing the trend estimate with an estimate
of s̃x→y (t) obtained through distributed kriging. To this end, it is
necessary to set up a measurement model.
Remark 1: A noncollaborative KKF approach, which does not
involve the spatial-loss field model, was developed in [10]. However,
compared with [10], the approach presented here introduces collaboration among sensors and, more importantly, allows the prediction of
the CGs on wireless links that might be completely disjoint from the
measured links.
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B. Distributed Kriged Kalman Filtering
Given the state (3) and the measurement (7) equations, the minimum
mean square error (MMSE) estimate of the state vector α(t) at time
t can be obtained through an ordinary KF. Define Cs̃  cov{s̃(t)},
C  cov{(t)}, Cη  cov{η(t)}, and Σ  Cs̃ + C . In addition,
let S̆(t) denote the (M × t)-matrix that contains the cumulative measurements {s̆(τ )}tτ =1 .
Upon defining α̂(t|t − 1)  E{α(t)|S̆(t − 1)}, α̂(t|t) 
E{α(t)|S̆(t)}, P(t|t − 1)  cov{α(t)|S̆(t − 1)}, and P(t|t) 
cov{α(t)|S̆(t)}, the KF equations in the information form are
P(t|t − 1) = TP(t − 1|t − 1)TT + Ψ† Cη Ψ†
α̂(t|t − 1) = Tα̂(t − 1|t − 1)



T

P(t|t) = Φ Σ

−1

Φ+P

(8)
(9)

−1

(t|t − 1)

(10)

α̂(t|t) = α̂(t|t − 1)
+ P(t|t)ΦT Σ−1 [s̆(t) − Φα̂(t|t − 1)] .





ŝx→y (t)  E sx→y (t)|S̆(t)
= φTx→y α̂(t|t)





+ cTs̃ (x, y)Σ−1 [s̆(t) − Φα̂(t|t)]

var sx→y (t)|S̆(t) = σs̃2 − cTs̃ (x, y)Σ−1 cs̃ (x, y)



Consider a network of Nr CRs at positions known to one another,
which exchange training signals to estimate the gains of their channels.
Suppose that CR j(= r) transmits a unit-power training signal for
CR r to acquire an estimate of Gxj →xr (t) by simply measuring
the received power. Using (1), it is then possible to obtain a noisy
measurement of sxj →xr (t) modeled as s̆xj →xr (t) = sxj →xr (t) +
xj →xr (t), where xj →xr (t) denotes zero-mean Gaussian measurement noise that results from averaging out small-scale fading and
interference [10]. Suppose that each sensor r can measure the received
powers from the transmissions of the set Mr of sensors, where Mr ⊂
{1, . . . , Nr } \ {r}. Let Mr be the cardinality of Mr , and M 
Nr
Mr . Let s̆r (t) denote the Mr -vector that collects {s̆xj →xr (t)},
r=1
j ∈ Mr . Then, by pooling measurements from all sensors to an
(M × 1)-supervector s̆(t)  [s̆T1 (t) . . . s̆TNr (t)]T , we can write
[cf. (5)]
(7)

where Φ, s̃(t), and (t) are constructed from {φTxj →xr },
{s̃xj →xr (t)}, and { xj →xr (t)}, j ∈ Mr , r = 1, . . . , Nr , respectively, in the obvious way.

(12)



+ φTx→y − cTs̃ (x, y)Σ−1 Φ P(t|t)



· φx→y − ΦT Σ−1 cs̃ (x, y)

A. Measurement Model

(11)

Note that the line integral that transforms the spatial-loss field to
shadow fading has been absorbed into φx→y for the “trend” part
through (5) and the cross-correlation structure for s̃x→y is directly
modeled through (6). Therefore, the model well fits into the KKF
framework delineated in [10] and [17]. That is, because the peculiarities of adopting the spatial-loss field model have completely been
absorbed by the state space model, and the measurements are jointly
Gaussian with the shadowing field, the proposition in [10] and [17],
which was adopted here for the collective measurements, applies. It
reveals that the KF-based trend estimate augmented by kriging spatial
interpolation yields the desired MMSE estimate of the shadowing field.
Proposition 1: Conditioned on the measurements S̆(t), the shadow
fading sx→y (t) for any x, y ∈ A, is Gaussian distributed with the
mean and variance given, respectively, by



s̆(t) = Φα(t) + s̃(t) + (t)

−1

T

(13)

where cs̃ (x, y)  E{s̃(t)s̃x→y (t)}.
Remark 2: The model covariances C , Cη and Cs̃ , as well as the
state transition matrix T, can be estimated similar to [10]. To estimate
σs̃2 and d˜ in (6), an exhaustive search over the (σs̃2 , d˜)-space is
performed. In particular, with Ĉs̃ denoting the sample covariance estimate of s̃(t) based on the procedure described in [10], the parameters
(σs̃2 , d˜) that minimize the cost Ĉs̃ − Cs̃ (σs̃2 , d˜)2F are found, where

Cs̃ (σs̃2 , d˜) is computed through the model (6).
T
Given that matrices T, Σ, and Ψ† Cη Ψ† are known to all sensors,
the prediction step in (8) and (9) can locally be performed at each
node, provided that α̂(t − 1|t − 1) and P(t − 1|t − 1) are available.
However, to perform the correction step in (11), the measurements
from other sensors are required. To reduce the substantial messagepassing overhead associated with globally sharing (i.e., flooding) the
measurements in each update step, a distributed algorithm is desired.
To this end, consider the innovation process y(t)  s̆(t) − Φα̂(t|t −
1) and define a (K × 1)-vector χ(t)  ΦT Σ−1 y(t). It is clear from
(11) that, if χ(t) was available at each sensor, the Kalman steps in
(8)-(11) could locally be performed at individual sensors.
To distribute the computation of χ(t), consider rewriting it as a
sum of Nr terms, each of which contains only local information. Let
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r−1

Hr denote the (K × Mr )-matrix formed by the ( r =1 Mr + 1)th
r
to the ( r =1 Mr )th columns of ΦT Σ−1 . Using Hr and yr (t) 
s̆r (t) − Φr α(t|t − 1), it is possible to express χ(t) as χ(t) =
Nr
Hr yr (t), which is equivalent to
r=1
χ(t) = arg min
χ

Nr


χ − Nr Hr yr (t)2 .

(14)

r=1

To distribute (14), introduce local copies of χ(t) per sensor and
denote these copies as χr (t), r = 1, 2, . . . , Nr . Then, (14) can be
reformulated as the following constrained optimization problem:
r
{χr (t)}N
r=1 = arg min

Nr


{χ r }

subject to χr = χ

χr − Nr Hr yr (t)2

(15)

r=1

∀  ∈ Nr

r = 1, . . . , Nr

(16)

where the constraints in (16) enforce the local copies of χ(t) to
coincide within the set of one-hop neighbors Nr of node r, ∀r ∈
{1, 2, . . . , Nr }. Assuming that the network remains connected, i.e.,
there exist (possibly multihop) paths from any node to any other node
in the network, the constraints in (16) ensure global consensus on
χr (t), ∀ r = 1, . . . , Nr .
Employing the alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMoM), we can show that the following iterative algorithm attains
the solution to (15) and (16) (see also, e.g., [10]):


(j−1)
(t) + κ
ζ (j)
r (t) = ζ r

|Nr |χ(j)
r (t) −




χ(j)
 (t)

(17)

∈Nr

χ(j+1)
(t) = (1 + κ|Nr |)−1
r



× Nr Hr yr (t) −

1 (j)
κ
ζ (t) +
2 r
2


×

|Nr |χ(j)
r (t)

+



In this section, the usefulness of the CG map information is demonstrated in the context of CR networks. The CRs aim at making opportunistic use of the spectrum by identifying unused spectral resources
or spectrum holes in the frequency, time, and space domains [19]. The
key enablers for CR operation include sensing and resource allocation.
Once the information on the activities of the licensed primary
users (PUs) is acquired through sensing, the CR network can perform
resource allocation to make the most use of the available transmission
opportunities. Here, it is assumed that power control is employed
to restrict the interference exposed to the PU links. For simplicity,
suppose that a single-PU transmitter has been detected to be active
at location xs at transmit-power level ps . The exposition can easily be
extended to the multi-PU case. The positions of the PU receivers are
assumed unknown.
To maximize its own transmission rate, the CR transmitter needs
to maximize the transmit power while adhering to the interference
constraints. The global CG map can provide valuable information in
this setup, allowing us to predict the potential locations of the PU
receivers, as well as the maximum interference-free transmit power
(MIFTP) [13] that the CR transmitter can afford.
Let Π(x) denote the power (in decibels) that is received at location
x ∈ A due to the PU transmission, which can be expressed as Π(x) =
Ps + G0 − 10γ log10 xs − x + sxs →x , where Ps  10 log10 ps ,
and the time index t has been suppressed for brevity. Based on the
estimated CG map, Π(x) can be modeled as Gaussian with mean Ps +
G0 − 10γ log10 xs − x + ŝxs →x and variance σs2xs →x , which is
given by (13), with x and y replaced by xs and x, respectively.
Because a PU receiver can reliably decode the desired message only
if the received power level exceeds a threshold Πmin (in decibels), we
can compute the probability of coverage that a PU receiver at location
x would experience as
Pcov (x)  Pr {Π(x) ≥ Πmin }




χ(j)
 (t)

IV. A PPLICATION TO C OGNITIVE R ADIO
R ESOURCE A LLOCATION

=Q

(18)

Πmin −Ps −G0 +10γ log10 xs −x−ŝxs →x
σsxs →x

∈Nr

(20)

ζ (j)
r (t)

denotes the Lagrange multiplier that corresponds to (16)
where
updated at sensor r during the KF iteration indexed by t, superscript
j indexes consensus iterations, κ > 0 is a constant that can arbitrarily
be chosen, and |Nr | denotes the cardinality of the set Nr .
At iteration j, sensor r needs to collect from its neighbors the
(j)
current estimates {χ (t)}∈Nr to update the auxiliary vector ζ (j)
r (t)
(j+1)
through (17) and to subsequently compute χr
(t) through (18). The
derivation of (17) and (18) and the proof of the convergence result are
analogous to the derivation and proof in [10, App. C] and are omitted
here for brevity.
To locally obtain ŝx→y (t) in (12) per CR, it is first noted based on
(11) that
cTs̃ (x, y)Σ−1 [s̆(t) − Φα̂(t|t)]
= cTs̃ (x, y)Σ−1 y(t) − cTs̃ (x, y)Σ−1 ΦP(t|t)χ(t).



(19)

Thus, we only need to distributively obtain ξ(t) 
cTs̃ (x, y)Σ−1 y(t). Upon denoting the Mr -vector that collects the
r−1
r
( r =1 Mr + 1)th to the ( r =1 Mr )th entries of cTs̃ (x, y)Σ−1
T
as σ r , a distributed algorithm can be devised in the same manner used
to derive (17) and (18), i.e., obtain ξ(t) per node through (17) and
(j)
(j)
(18), with χr (t) and Hr replaced by ξr (t) and σ Tr , respectively.

where Q(·) is the standard Gaussian tail function. Then, the PU
coverage region can be defined as the set of locations in A, for
which the coverage probability is no smaller than a threshold νs , i.e.,
Cs  {x ∈ A|Pcov (x) ≥ νs }. Note that, in the absence of CG map
knowledge, we need to set ŝxs →x = 0. Then, Cs will reduce to a timeinvariant disc that is centered at xs . The CG map estimate provides
an invaluable means to overcome this oversimplification and more
accurately portray the coverage region.
To obtain the MIFTP for CR transmission, the power that is received
at position x due to a CR transmitter that is located at xr and employs
transmit power Pr (in decibels) can similarly be characterized as
a Gaussian random variable with mean Pr + G0 − 10γ log10 xr −
x2 + ŝxr →x and variance σs2xr →x . Thus, the probability that the
CR interference at position x exceeds a prescribed threshold Imax is
given by
Pint (x)



=Q

Imax − Pr − G0 + 10γ log10 xr − x2 − ŝxr →x
σsxr →x


.

(21)

The MIFTP can then be defined as the maximum value of Pr that
yields a Pint (x) no larger than a given outage threshold νr > 0 for all
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Simulation setup.
Fig. 2. Map estimation RMSEs.

potential receivers in the PU coverage region, i.e.,
Pr∗  max Pr

subject to Pint (x) ≤ νr

∀ x ∈ Cs .

(22)

With ŝxr →x and σsxr →x available from the CG map estimators in the
previous section, it is clearly possible to find Pr∗ numerically.
V. N UMERICAL T ESTS
Numerical tests were performed to verify the proposed algorithms.
A 200 m × 200 m area was considered, and Nr = 30 CRs were
deployed at the locations marked by circles in Fig. 1. The path-loss
parameters were set to G0 = 0 dB and γ = 3. The measurement noise
xj →xr (t) had variance 10 throughout. For basis expansion, K = 15
Legendre polynomials were used.
The shadow fading was generated through the model in Section II,
with w(x, u) = w0 exp(x − u/dw ), where w0 = 7.3 × 10−3 and
dw = 50 m were used, and the covariance of η(x, t) was set to
E{η(x1 , t)η(x2 , τ )} = ση2 exp(x1 − x2 /dη )δ(t − τ ), with ση =
˜ t) were set to
0.25 and dη = 30 m. The model parameters for (x,
σs̃ = 0.5 dB and d˜ = 30 m. The shadow fading generated had a mean
of 0 dB and a standard deviation of 10 dB. The parameters of the
state-space model were estimated from the generated shadowing, as
discussed in Section III-B.
To assess the map-tracking performance of the proposed algorithm,
the CG estimation errors were averaged over the 35 links from each
of the uniformly spread grid points, which are denoted by the squares
in Fig. 1, to position (149,83), marked with a black triangle in the
same figure, as well as over 20 independent shadowing realizations.
It was assumed that two sensors could communicate only if they
were within a given communication range dcomm , i.e., Mr = {j|j =
r, xr − xj  ≤ dcomm }. Thus, dcomm essentially limits the number
of CG measurements that each sensor can obtain. Fig. 2 depicts the
root mean square errors (RMSEs) of i) the DKKF algorithm proposed
in this paper; ii) its centralized counterpart; iii) the non-collaborative
KKF at CR r = 1 (see Fig. 1), in which the sensor uses only its local
CG measurements; and iv) the path loss-only map. The value of dcomm
was varied in [50, 200] m, and the number of sensors was Nr = 30.
For DKKF, 100 consensus iterations were performed per time t, and
{Nr } are assumed to coincide with sets {Mr }.
Fig. 2 shows that the proposed collaborative algorithm clearly outperforms the non-collaborative alternative. This case happens because
the noncollaborative algorithm uses only M1 local CG measurements,
whereas the collaborative KKF makes use of all M measurements
through consensus iterations. Certainly, it would be challenging for

the noncollaborative algorithm to predict the shadow fading for a
transmitter that is far from CR 1 due to the lack of informative
measurements, whereas the collaborative algorithm can extract a single
coherent view of the global shadowing field. As dcomm increases,
the noncollaborative approach performs considerably better due to
the increased number of measurements but still remains inferior
to the collaborative approach. Note that, when dcomm is very small, the
performance of the distributed algorithm slightly degrades compared
to the centralized algorithm, because a larger number of hops would
be necessary to achieve full consensus.
Next, to illustrate the merits of the global CG map in the CR context,
the resource allocation problem is considered. A network of Nr =
20 CRs with dcomm = 125 m was used. Given an active PU that
transmits at Ps = 0 dBW from location xs = (3, 133), which is
marked by the diamond marker in Fig. 1, a realization of the true
received power map Π(x) due to the PU transmission is depicted using
the contour plot in Fig. 3(a). Superimposed in Fig. 3(a) is another
contour plot of the true CG map Gxr →x from a CR transmitter at
xr = (183, 53) and marked by a “+” in Fig. 1. Note that the contours
are not concentric circles due to the shadowing effect. Thus, estimating
the shadowing field is essential for efficient CR resource allocation. An
estimated version of Fig. 3(a) using DKKF is shown in Fig. 3(b). Based
on the estimated CG map, the PU coverage region was estimated for
Πmin = −60 dBW and νs = 0.4, which is depicted by round dots in
Fig. 4(a). Setting νs < 0.5 yields a conservative characterization of the
PU coverage region, as can be confirmed by noting that the −60-dBW
contour of the received power map in Fig. 3(a) is contained by the
estimated PU coverage region in Fig. 4(a). The MIFTP for the CR
transmitter with Imax = −40 dBm and νr = 0.01 was found to be
28.9 dBm. The estimated region in which the interference power due
to the CR transmission is no less than Imax with probability at least
νr is shown with square dots in Fig. 4(a). Note that, although the estimated MIFTP is quite conservative compared with the true MIFTP of
35.5 dBm, it is vastly improved compared with the path-loss-only mapbased calculation, which yields an MIFTP of only −10.5 dBm. The PU
coverage region, as well as the interference region based on the pathloss map, is shown in Fig. 4(b). It is shown that the PU coverage region
is grossly overestimated.
VI. C ONCLUSION
An algorithm that can track the spatiotemporal evolution of the RF
channels in a given geographical area has been developed. Adopting
a dynamic shadowing model, which can capture both spatial and
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Fig. 3. RF power map due to PU transmission and CG map for a CR
transmitter. (a) True. (b) Estimated.

temporal correlations, the novel KKF-based algorithm was shown to
obtain MMSE-optimal estimates of unknown CGs of wireless links
at arbitrary transceiver locations in the area, using measurements
taken by a network of CRs. A distributed version of the KKF algorithm, which requires only local message passing, was derived using
the ADMoM framework. The proposed collaborative map tracking
algorithm showed excellent performance, especially when compared
with the non-collaborative counterpart in terms of map mean square
error (MSE). In addition, the merits of the proposed algorithm were
highlighted in challenging CR scenarios.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is a wellknown technique for transmission of high rate data over broadband
frequency-selective channels [1]. One of the drawbacks of OFDM
systems is high peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR), which leads to
the saturation of the high-power amplifier. Thus, a high-dynamicrange amplifier is needed, which increases the cost of the system.
The frequency-domain symbols of an OFDM frame is denoted by
X = [X(0), X(1), . . . , X(Nc − 1)]T , where Nc is the number of
subcarriers. It is assumed that X(k) ∈ C, where C is the set of constellation points. The vector x = [x(0), x(1), . . . , x(N − 1)]T contains
the time-domain samples of the complex baseband OFDM signal as
given by
Nc −1
1 
2πnk
X(k)ej N
x(n) = √
N k=0

√
where j = −1, and N/Nc is the oversampling ratio. It is clear that
x = IFFTN {X}, where IFFTN {} is the N -point inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) operation. The PAPR of the OFDM frame is defined by



PAPR(x) =
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Abstract—Selected mapping (SLM) is a well-known technique for peakto-average-power ratio (PAPR) reduction of orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) systems. In this technique, different representations
of OFDM symbols are generated by rotation of the original OFDM
frame by different phase sequences, and the signal with minimum PAPR
is selected and transmitted. To compensate for the effect of the phase
rotation at the receiver, it is necessary to transmit the index of the selected
phase sequence as side information (SI). In this paper, an SLM technique
is introduced for the PAPR reduction of space-frequency-block-coded
OFDM systems with Alamouti coding scheme. Additionally, a suboptimum
detection method that does not need SI is introduced at the receiver side.
Simulation results show that the proposed SLM method effectively reduces
the PAPR, and the detection method has performance very close to the case
where the correct index of the phase sequence is available at the receiver
side.
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(1)

maxn |x(n)|2



E |x(n)|2





(2)

where E{.} is the mathematical expectation. According to (1), the
time-domain samples are the sum of Nc independent terms. When Nc
is large, based on the central limit theorem, the time-domain samples
have a Gaussian distribution; thus, they may have large amplitudes
[2]. To overcome this problem, some algorithms have been proposed,
which reduce the PAPR of the baseband OFDM signal [3]–[16]. Some
of these methods need side information (SI) to be transmitted to
the receiver, such as partial transmit sequence [3], [4] and selected
mapping (SLM) [5]–[7]. Some other methods do not need SI, such as
clipping and filtering [8], [9], tone reservation [10], [11], block coding
[12], [13], and active constellation extension [14].
In the SLM method, D different representations of the OFDM
frame are generated, and that with minimum PAPR is transmitted.
If the vectors [φd (0), φd (1), . . . , φd (Nc − 1)]T , d = 0, 1, . . . , D − 1,
are D random phase sequences with the length of Nc and bd =
d
d
d
[ejφ (0) , ejφ (1) , . . . , ejφ (Nc −1) ]T , then D representations of the
signal x are
xd = IFFTN {X ⊗ bd },

0≤d≤D−1

(3)

where ⊗ is element-by-element production. The index of the optimum
phase sequence is
d¯ =

arg min





PAPR{xd } .

(4)

d∈{0,1,...,D−1}
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To reduce the complexity of the application of different phase
sequences, often, phases φd (k) are randomly chosen from {0, π}. This
means that bd (k) ∈ {±1}, and it is enough to change the sign of the
¯
symbols X(k) before IFFT operation. The signal xd is transmitted,
¯
and the index of selected phase sequence d is sent to the receiver as SI.
If the SI is received with an error, the OFDM frame will be lost; thus,
this information must be protected by coding. Several SLM methods
have been proposed for single-antenna OFDM systems, which do not
need explicit SI [15]–[17]. Some of these algorithms pay a penalty
for the transmission power [15], [16]. The drawback of the method
introduced in [17] is that the phase sequences must be chosen such
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